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Abstract
WiFi fingerprinting for indoor positioning is well known as one
of the most efficient techniques to estimate indoor target
location. This method requires a training phase to collect
Receiving Signal Strength (RSS) samples that will be utilized
in location estimation phase using matching algorithms.
Recently, most commercially indoor positioning solutions used
on smartphone utilizes the current building infrastructure to
estimate personnel location where wireless router is used as an
Access Point (AP) in each base station to extract the RSS
values. However, for buildings with inadequate infrastructure
setup, implementing multiple base stations using a single AP in
each base station would require an exhaustive cost of
manpower and time especially for a small scale positioning
setup. There are also not enough distinct RSS values at each
location covered by a single base station. Thus, WiFi
fingerprinting using multiple APs with omnidirectional and
directional antennas in a single base station employing a
probabilistic approach has been proposed to minimize the
infrastructure setup. Based on experimental results, the
proposed multiple APs in a single base station was found to
reduce the number of base stations required to achieve the
same or better accuracy as existing approach using the same
number of APs. Findings also demonstrated feasibility of using
the proposed multiple APs in a single base station instead of
single AP in a single base station at different locations in WiFi
fingerprinting indoor positioning.
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INTRODUCTION
To date, the well-known Global Positioning System (GPS) and
Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) are being
remarkably considered as the accurate localization systems due
to their precision, cost comparable and effectiveness in
determining a target location. The development of GPS by the
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) and GLONASS by
Russian Aerospace Defense Forces has been intentionally
degraded to make them freely accessible by civilian for
commercial purposes. However, both systems are not able to
sense a room-grain indoor environment due to the weak signal
caused by concrete building structure. Thus, intense studies
have been conducted by academia and industries to design and
develop an accurate and effective indoor localization system.
The recent growth of indoor positioning system and new
demands in location-aware applications have encouraged
researchers to develop the most efficient and effective indoor

positioning solution using various platforms such as WiFi [110], RFID technology [11-13], Bluetooth [14, 15], IEEE
802.15.4 [16], ZigBee [17, 18], Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM) networks [19], magnetic field [20, 21]
and hybrid system [22].
In terms of indoor positioning system as shown Figure 1, there
are several techniques currently being used by researchers
including triangulation, fingerprinting and proximity.
Triangulation technique is a positioning method that uses
geometric properties to estimate the target location. In
triangulation, there are two different approaches used to
determine the target location namely trilateration and
angulation methods. Trilateration technique uses distance
measurement in estimating the target location, which is quite
similar to how GPS works. Distance between transmitters and
receivers can be measured using either received signal strength
(RSS), time of arrival (TOA) or time difference of arrival
(TDOA). On the other hand, angulation method uses angle of
arrival (AOA) measurement with at least two reference points
and two measured angles in estimating the target coordinates.
The AOA can be achieved using a base station with a
directional antenna or an array of antennas. Meanwhile for
proximity technique, the target location is determined by the
strongest signal transmitted by the predefined location of
beacons or base stations. The accuracy of this method is
measured by the maximum signal range and density of the
beacons. Fingerprinting is a positioning technique that uses
RSS database called radio map collected during training phase
and compared with real-time RSS measurement during
estimation phase by matching algorithm to estimate the closest
priori location fingerprints. The two stages of location
fingerprinting technique are training phase and estimation
phase, which also known as online phase and offline phase,
respectively. The advantage of fingerprinting technique over
other techniques is its capability to perform well in both lineof-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environment,
which is very suitable for indoor positioning.
There are two different types of estimation method based on
location fingerprinting technique. The first one is deterministic
method in which the produced output will always be similar to
the particular input given. This method estimates the target
location based on the highest similarity of measurement
parameters between RSS in training phase and estimation
phase. The most widely used algorithm in deterministic method
is k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [10], which is one of the nearest
neighbors (NN) variants. The second one is probabilistic
method that estimates the target location using mathematical
model based on maximum likelihood estimation. In a
parametric approach of probabilistic method, the sample data
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would follow a normal distribution, which allows more
conclusions to be drawn as the shape can be mathematically
described. Gaussian approximation [23] and exponential
approximation are among the best parametric approaches [24]
in terms of positioning accuracy. Since the RSS distributions
are discontinuous and sensitive to the multipath effect of indoor
environment, it is practical to use non-parametric approaches
including histogram and kernel approximation [9, 24]. The
probability distributions of variables in non-parametric model
are unable to make any assumptions as the number of
parameters increase with the increase in training data.

location of wiring setup and shorter time of manpower is
needed in multi APs system. It would be a great advantage of
multi APs system in terms of additional cost in deploying base
stations.
Thus, multiple APs with omnidirectional and directional
antennas in a single base station were proposed to overcome
the hassle works of infrastructure setup. This multiple APs in a
single base station can be configured using generic APs with an
option of using detachable external antenna. Assuming
omnidirectional antenna and directional antenna do not differ
much in cost, one may deploy five APs with one
omnidirectional antenna and four directional antennas in a
single location because it will be the same as having five APs
with omnidirectional antennas in different locations in term of
providing RSS samples. The feasibility of the proposed
approach can be justified if the positioning accuracy is similar
to or greater than the existing approach with the same WiFi
fingerprinting parameters. Furthermore, the performance
comparison in positioning accuracy of the existing and
proposed approaches was studied together using probabilistic
method.
The main contribution of this work is the new configuration
of wireless APs placement in WiFi fingerprinting indoor
positioning. This work employs multiple APs in a single
location instead of individual APs in different locations.
Findings that contributed to this work are achievable
positioning accuracy as the existing approach, optimization of
multiple APs configuration in a single location which includes
AP with omnidirectional antenna in the array of four APs with
directional antenna and the minimum number of APs with
directional antenna required in multiple APs configuration.

Figure 1: Indoor positioning system.
WiFi fingerprinting indoor positioning can become more
accessible as there are many available APs infrastructure setup
in most public buildings such as in the offices, malls,
universities, schools and libraries. RSS from multiple APs can
be easily obtained without any permission or exact location of
APs setup. Each AP can be used as a base station of WiFi
fingerprinting. However, for the building with inadequate APs
infrastructure setup, it would be a huge challenge to implement
WiFi fingerprinting indoor positioning as there should be
enough numbers of base stations with AP covering a specific
area. There is not enough distinct RSS values at each location
covered by a single base station. Implementing multiple base
stations with a single AP requires an exhaustive cost of
manpower and time for a small scale positioning setup of a
specific area especially indoor building with no internet over
WiFi network such as oil and gas plants, offshore plants,
prisons and factories. Deploying APs at multiple locations is
costly compared to deploying them at just one location. The
hardware cost of 5 APs with different types of detachable
antenna either directional or omnidirectional in both single AP
system and multi APs system would be the same. However, the
additional cost for manpower and power source wiring setup
would be a great difference between both setups. Wiring setup
is required at multiple locations and longer time of manpower
is needed in a single AP system. Meanwhile, only a single

This paper is organized as follows: Related Works section
presents related studies on the existing improvement in WiFi
fingerprinting for indoor positioning. Proposed System section
provides the methodology of proposed approach including the
details of training phase and estimation phase. Results are
presented and discussed in Result and Discussion section,
whereas final section focuses on driving the conclusion.
RELATED WORKS
Development and improvement in WiFi fingerprinting
technology for indoor positioning has become a main research
area in wireless technology by most academia and researchers.
Despite various proposed ideas and solutions, the accuracy of
indoor positioning is still within the acceptable marginal errors.
In this section, the related works from various researchers and
academia are presented in two different sections, which are in
terms of system architecture development in Section A and
fingerprinting algorithm improvement in Section B. Section C
summarizes all of the related works with all of them using a
single AP in a single base station approach.
A. System Architecture Development
In its early development, Bahl and Padmanabhan [10] from
Microsoft Research have proposed RADAR, a radio frequency
(RF) based system for locating and tracking personnel inside a
building. Using RSS-based fingerprinting and KNN algorithm,
the median resolution of positioning accuracy obtained is
between 2 to 3 meters, which later became a reference and
benchmark for most current researchers. Probabilistic
approaches in RSS-based fingerprinting have been presented
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by Roos et al. [9]. Both probabilistic approaches using kernel
and histogram methods are feasible in WiFi fingerprinting with
a mean error of location estimation below 2 meters. Apart from
that, Youssef et al. [8] also proposed a probabilistic method
using Joint Clustering (JC) technique. This technique reduces
the computational requirements of location estimation and
offers over 90% accuracy within 2.1 m. Furthermore, Youssef
and Agrawala [7] proposed Horus, a complete system to
determine targeted location. This work utilizes probabilistic
method in location estimation algorithm. This system identifies
different causes of wireless channel variation and combined
with location-clustering techniques to reduce computational
requirements in estimating location.
Development in WiFi fingerprinting has been extensively
studied, which further leads to diverse solutions proposed by
researchers. Map-aided fingerprint-based indoor positioning is
proposed by Kokkinis et al. [5] with the ability to improve 28%
mean positioning accuracy over the existing work without a
map constraints. This map-aided method utilizes Route
Probability Factor (RPF) so that there will be a likelihood of
the user to be estimated at a specific location instead of other
possible locations. The final location is estimated using a
combination of weighted k-nearest neighbors (WKNN) and
RPF method with a map constraint. Bisio et al. proposed a
WiFi fingerprinting that has no requirement on training phase
over mobile devices [4]. Training data are acquired and
constructed offline with finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation using the electromagnetic (EM) field produced by
wireless APs. A combination of both techniques using FDTDbased fingerprint approach in training phase and WKNN in
estimation phase allows the time-consuming training phase to
be eliminated without reducing a significant positioning
accuracy. Meanwhile, Ficco et al. [3] proposed a low effort of
manual calibration indoor positioning by selecting the best
deployment schema of wireless APs. This work utilize an
analytical signal propagation model to construct radio map and
use a multi-objective genetic algorithm to estimate the best

placement pattern of APs. A crowdsourced and automatic
fingerprint of indoor localization using smartphones, LiFS, was
also proposed by Wu et al. [2]. LiFS uses an accelerometer
sensor from smartphones to harness human motion as the
additional estimation parameters. A combination of LiFS with
a trajectory matching is able to reduce localization error from
an average of 5.8 meters to less than 2 meters.
B. Fingerprinting Algorithms Development
In terms of fingerprinting algorithm, Feng et al. [6] proposed
an accurate RSS-based WiFi fingerprinting based on the theory
of comprehensive sensing (CS). CS allows sparse signals to be
recovered from a small number of noisy measurements by
solving L1-minimization problem. Additionally, CS can be
used to reconstruct radio map at only a subset of RSS
fingerprints, which can restrain labor extensive operation and
maintain an accurate radio map. Zou et al. [1] also proposed an
online sequential extreme learning machine (OS-ELM)
algorithm based on WiFi fingerprinting. This OS-ELM
algorithm originated from the batch learning extreme learning
machine (ELM) can demonstrate good generalization
performance at an extreme fast learning speed. By using the
fast learning speed of OS-ELM, time consumption and
manpower cost for offline site survey can be effectively
reduced.
C. Summaries of Related Work
The positioning accuracy may vary due to different WiFi
fingerprinting parameters and test bed area. Performance
metrics used by most related works may include either median
error, mean error (ME), mean square error (MSE) or a
combination of them. The developments of indoor positioning
using WiFi fingerprinting method are summarized in Table 1
with all of them using the single AP in a single base station
approach.

Table 1: Summary of related works using WiFi fingerprinting method.
Authors

Positioning
Algorithm

Bahl and
Padmanabhan
[10]

KNN

Base Station
Setup
Wireless
adapter (PC)
x3

Single Base
Station Setup

Test Bed Area

Accuracy

Single AP

43.5 m × 22.5 m

2-3 m (Median)
9.82 m (MSE)
1.69 m
(ME-kernel)
1.56 m
(ME-histogram)
90% accuracy
within 2.1 m

Roos et al. [9]

Probabilistic

AP × 10

Single AP

16 m × 40 m

Youssef et al. [8]

Probabilistic

AP × 4

Single AP

25.9 m × 68.3 m

Youssef and
Agrawala [7]

Probabilistic

Test bed 1:
AP × 21
Test bed 2:
AP × 6

Single AP

Testbed 1:
68.2 m × 25.9 m
Test bed 2:
11.8 m × 35.9 m

Test bed 1:
0.42 m (ME)
Test bed 2:
0.64 m (ME)

Kokkinis et al. [5]

WKNN

AP × 8

Single AP

12 m × 35 m

1.46 m (ME)
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Proposed
Features
RADAR, RF
based indoor
tracking
Probabilistic
approach
Joint clustering
technique
Horus, high
accuracy and
low
computational
requirement
Map-aided
fingerprint
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Table 1: Cont.
Authors

Positioning
Algorithm

Base Station
Setup

Single Base
Station Setup

Test Bed Area

Accuracy

Bisio et al. [4]

WKNN

AP × 5

Single AP

9 m × 8.5 m

2.29 m (ME)

Wu et al. [2]

NN

AP × 26

Single AP

70 m × 23 m

1.5 m (Median)

Feng et al. [6]

Compressive
sensing

AP × 26

Single AP

30 m × 46 m

1.5 m (ME)

Zou et al. [1]

OS-ELM

AP × 8

Single AP

35.1 m × 16.6 m

1.973 m (ME)

PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, a proposed multiple APs with omnidirectional
and directional antennas in a single base station is presented.
An overview on the proposed work is presented in Section A,
while the base station configuration is explained in Section B.
Section C explains the radio map collected during training
phase and the location estimation algorithm used in estimation
phase is provided in Section D. Meanwhile, the metric of
indoor positioning accuracy is discussed in Section E.

Proposed
Features
Training less
fingerprint with
EM field
simulation
LiFS with
trajectory
matching
Compressive
sensing
OS-ELM
localization
algorithm

scale indoor positioning setup, which significantly reduces the
exhaustive cost of manpower and time.

A. System Overview
WiFi fingerprinting for indoor positioning comprises two
different phases known as training phase and estimation phase.
Training phase, also known as offline phase, is a site survey
process performed to collect WiFi RSS fingerprints from
different APs at a specific location and stored them in radio
map. Estimation phase, which also referred to as online phase,
is a location estimation process based on the latest RSS values
of current user’s location at unknown location. RSS values
collected during this phase are compared with the RSS values
stored in radio map to find the closest matching fingerprints. In
this work, kernel method is used as a matching algorithm and
will be further discussed in location estimation section.
In terms of system configuration, there are two main
components required for WiFi fingerprinting setup in this work
known as the base station and mobile unit as illustrated in
Figure 2. Base station consists of one AP with omnidirectional
antenna and several APs directional antenna. This base station
with multiple APs transmits multiple RSS values from a single
location to user’s mobile unit so that more RSS fingerprints can
be stored in radio map for future matching process. Mobile unit
is any portable devices including laptop, tablet or smartphone
equipped with WiFi and is capable to do any data processing.
A small scale indoor positioning that normally requires
multiple base stations with a single AP would lead to difficulty
and higher cost of manpower and time for infrastructure setup.
Nonetheless, in this study, only one base station is required for
a small scale indoor positioning due to its capability to transmit
multiple RSS values from a single base station. Thus, an
optimum number of base stations can be achieved for a large

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed system.
B. Base Station Configuration
In this work, multiple APs with omnidirectional and directional
antennas in a single base station were used to provide multiple
distinct RSS values. A proper configuration of APs would give
a significant impact on RSS distribution transmitted by a single
base station. A maximum of one AP with omnidirectional
antenna only is allowable to be placed in a single base station.
Meanwhile, APs with directional antenna can be placed more
than one unit. When there is only one AP with directional
antenna, the beam direction can be arranged to any direction of
interest. However, when more than one APs with directional
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antenna are being configured, the angle of beam direction
between each directional antenna must be equally assigned as
shown in Figure 3. The angle
between each directional
antenna can be obtained by



360
(1)

n APd

where nAPd represent the total number of AP with directional
antenna APd . A complete configuration of base station with
multiple APs is as follow



algorithm due to its ability to represent the bell-shape curve of
RSS distribution. Kernel method also proved to be among the
best location estimation algorithm [9, 24]. The probability
density function of the RSS samples in current state y given
the prior measurement of RSS samples at each CPi stored in
radio map can be estimated using
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t is the t th sample of RSS values measured during
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and APo is a single AP with omnidirectional antenna o .





where h is a bandwidth of kernel parameter. The final element
i0 which also represent the closest CPi element stored in radio
map can be estimated using maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE), that is
Figure 3: Configuration of directional antenna in a single base
station.

i0  max p  y|i 

C. Radio Maps
In the offline phase, RSS from each calibration point will
be recorded and stored as

 a1 a 2
 1i1 2i1
ai 2
a
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E. Accuracy
Positioning accuracy of a single test point normally can be
measured using the Euclidean distance between the true
location and its estimated location as follow

Error 

(3)



ltrue  li
0



2

(8)

where ltrue represent the coordinate of true location and li is
0

t
where CPi represent the i th CP of localization map and aiJ is
the RSS readings (in dBm scale) from AP j at a number of
samples t , for j  1, 2, , J , k  1, 2, , T . J is the total
number of APs and T is the total number of samples at i th
CP. A complete radio map with fingerprint database can be
expressed as
D
CP1, CP2 , , CPL 

(7)

(
(4)

the coordinate of the estimated location.
When more than one test points are involved in location
estimation, the comprehensive error can be measured using
either using mean error (ME), median or root mean square
error (RMSE). In this work, the RMSE is used as a figure of
merit because of its functionality to measure the positioning
accuracy effectively when large errors are exceptionally
undesirable. The RMSE of all test point can be calculated as
follow

D. Location Estimation
During estimation phase, a maximum likelihood of kernel
estimation is used to locate the possible location of mobile unit.
The density of RSS at each estimated location will be
determined using Gaussian kernel as a kernel function. This
type of kernel function is widely used in location estimation
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, a proposed multiple APs with omnidirectional
and directional antennas in a single base station is presented.
An overview on the proposed work is presented in Section A,
while the base station configuration is explained in Section B.
Section C explains the radio map collected during training
phase and the location estimation algorithm used in estimation
phase is provided in Section D. Meanwhile, the metric of
indoor positioning accuracy is discussed in Section E.
A. Experimental Setup
The tests were conducted in two different setups with both of
them carried out in the same workstation room 23-01-04 of
University Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) academic building
located on the first floor of three-story building of Block 23.
Figure 4 shows the NLOS test bed area consisting cubicle
workstations with an approximate area of 10.5 m × 10 m. The
test bed area was deployed with one TP-Link TL-WA701ND
wireless AP with TP-Link 2.4GHz 8dBi omnidirectional
antenna and four TP-Link TL-WA701ND wireless APs with
Alfa APA-M25 2.4GHz 10dBi directional antennas. All
detachable antennas of APs were placed at the height of 80 cm
from ground. Each setup consists of 5 APs with different
number of APs configuration in a single base station as shown
in Figure 5.

(a)

RSS at both training phase and estimation phase were collected
using ASUS K40IN laptop with Qualcomm Atheros AR9285
wireless network adapter by placing the laptop at the height of
80 cm. Homedale [25], a WiFi monitor and logger software
was used to collect RSS values and MAC address of the
deployed APs with a sampling interval of 1 second. All logged
RSS values were filtered and processed prior using them in
Matlab software for kernel estimation and performance
comparison analysis.
In training phase, RSS values for 42 calibration points (CPs)
were collected with an average grid spacing of 1 m. At each
CP, 100 samples of RSS values were recorded at a fixed
orientation of laptop, which was facing north of the test bed. In
estimation phase, the test data were collected at 15 test points
(TPs) for 20 samples using the same fixed orientation towards
the north as in the training phase. The TPs were randomly
selected at the same point with CPs and a further away from
CPs to study the behavior of kernel estimation. The test data
was obtained at the same day the training data were collected.
All CPs and TPs of test bed applied at both base stations
configuration are shown in Figure 6.

(b)
Figure 5: Test bed of workstation room 23-01-04: (a) Setup A
demonstrates a single AP in a single base station setup
consisting 5 base stations; (b) Setup B demonstrates multiple
APs in a single base station setup, which comprised 1 base
station only.
Figure 4: Test bed environment.
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Figure 7: Effect of radio map density on accuracy.

Figure 6: CPs and TPs of the test bed.
B. Effect of System Parameters on Performance
In this section, several parameters of WiFi fingerprinting were
studied to analyze the performance between the proposed
multiple APs with omnidirectional and directional antennas and
existing work using single AP in a single based station.
Essential parameters analyzed in this work include radio map
density, number of APs used in WiFi fingerprinting, calibration
time in training phase and number of RSS samples in
estimation phase.

Radio Map density
In estimation phase, the density of radio map collected during
training phase was varied from the original 42 CPs with an
average of 1 meter grid into 20 CPs with an average of 2 meter
grid. As demonstrated in Figure 7, the denser the radio map,
the higher the accuracy of location estimation for both base
station configurations. The accuracy of multiple APs in a single
base station was found higher compared to a single AP in the
single base station for 1 meter grid of radio map. However,
single AP in the single base station with a total of five base
stations was discovered to perform better than multiple APs in
a single base station in 2 meter grid as the five base stations
have equally dispersed throughout the test bed even with a
sparse radio map.

Number of Access Point in WiFi Fingerprinting
In this work, 5 APs consisting one AP with omnidirectional
antenna and four APs with directional antenna were used in
each experimental setup. The effects of number of APs on
accuracy were analyzed by changing the number of APs in
base station configuration.
In the first part, the effect of AP with omnidirectional antenna
on the accuracy is shown in Figure 8. In both experimental
setups of single AP in a single base station and multiple APs in
a single base station, the existence of AP with omnidirectional
antenna together with another four APs with directional
antenna has resulted in a smaller RMSE values compared to
that without the AP with omnidirectional antenna. AP with
omnidirectional antenna gives a significant impact on RMSE
values due to its capability to provide a 360 degree horizontal
radiation pattern. The purpose of having AP with
omnidirectional antenna in the middle of another four
remaining APs with directional antenna is to cover the weak
signal radiated by the APs with directional antenna with a
strong signal radiated by AP with omnidirectional antenna.
In the second part, the effect of varying the number of APs
with directional antenna was examined by parsing different
number of APs with directional antenna in the presence of AP
with omnidirectional antenna. Figure 9 illustrates the
performance of location estimation over different number of
APs with directional antenna. RMSE values for both setups
were significantly decreased as the number of APs increases. In
Figure 9, single AP system was found to work better than multi
AP system when there are only one AP with directional
antenna and one AP with omnidirectional antenna. The reason
behind this is that the location of each AP in a single AP
system is far away from each other, which allows more distinct
RSS values. This experimental setup is designed to show the
minimum number of AP with directional antenna required in a
multi AP system to achieve similar or better performance of
accuracy with comparable distinct RSS value as in single AP
system. When the number of APs with directional antenna has
increased from 1 AP to 3 APs, the RMSE value for multiple
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APs in a single base station setup was discovered higher than a
single AP in single base station setup. Nevertheless, when the
number of APs with directional antenna has reached 4 APs, the
RMSE value for multiple APs in a single base station setup was
detected lower compared to other setups. Thus, a minimum of
4 APs is required to achieve a better performance in the
proposed work.

CP. It can be observed that multiple APs in a single base
station setup required a longer time and more number of RSS
samples to reach its minimum RMSE value which is about 91
s. However, up to 64 s calibration time was required for the
single AP in single base station setup to only reach its
minimum RMSE value.

Figure 10: Effect of calibration time in training phase on the
accuracy.

Figure 8: Effect of AP with omnidirectional antenna in base
station setup on the accuracy.

Number of RSS samples in Estimation Phase
Number of RSS samples collected during estimation phase also
plays an important role in determining the refreshing rate of
location estimation. The total period for each cycle of location
estimation is divided into two parameters, which are the time
required to collect RSS samples and the time required to
process the data using positioning algorithm. It is one of the
important parameters to be considered in designing a real-time
WiFi fingerprinting indoor positioning.
Figure 11 illustrates the effect of number of RSS samples
collected during estimation phase on the accuracy of location
estimation. Result displayed that RMSE value of the single AP
in a single base station setup stayed almost the same as the
minimum RMSE value when it reaches four samples of RSS
values. However, the RMSE value of the multiple APs in
single base station setup was only able to achieve minimum
stable RMSE value when reaching 14 samples of RSS values.
Thus, it takes a longer period to refresh the estimation time
compared to other setups.

Figure 9: Effect of number of AP with directional antenna on
the accuracy.
Calibration Time in Training Phase
In training phase, a number of RSS samples are required to
construct radio map. Generally, the more the number of RSS
samples, the longer the calibration time of training phase.
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of calibration time in training
phase on the accuracy over 100 samples of RSS values at each
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In addition, the distribution of estimated locations using kernel
approach with multiple APs in single base station is shown in
Figure 13. There are 15 test points in the localization coverage
that were randomly selected. In the earlier hypothesis, the
implementation of multiple APs in single base station is
feasible when the accuracy of estimated location is the same or
greater than the existing work of single AP in a single base
station. Based on Figure 13, there are 9 out of 15 TPs having
the same accuracy and performed better compared to the single
AP in single base station. Most TPs were able to be estimated
as accurate as possible when they are approximately 3 meters
away from the base station. Implementing multiple APs with
directional antenna could thus generate more distinct RSS
values as the effect of beam direction to a specific angle.
However, the discernable RSS values between each AP with
directional antenna were yet reported to be less when the TPs
are too close to the proposed base station configuration.

Figure 11: Effect of number of RSS samples in estimation
phase on the accuracy.

C. Accuracy of Kernel Estimation
The differences in kernel estimation performance between the
existing and the proposed work are studied in this section.
Figure 12 shows the performance comparison at each TP
between the two configurations of base station. Maximum error
in kernel estimation can be noticed at TP 11 for single AP in a
single base station setup. Meanwhile, minimum error in kernel
estimation was observed at TP 5 for both base station
configurations and at TP 7 for single AP in a single base station
setup. Single AP in a single base station was found
outperforming the multiple APs in a single base station for six
TPs of kernel estimation. On the other hand, multiple APs in
single base station were reported to outperform the single AP
in single base station for five TPs out of 15 TPs. Other four
TPs of kernel estimation displayed the same performance in
both base station configurations.

Besides, the non-line of sight (NLOS) property of the
localization area has also affected the accuracy of estimated
locations. This effect can be seen in Figure 13 as 80% of 10
TPs located in NLOS coverage have presented the same and
greater accuracy over the single AP in single base station. The
effects of absorption, reflection, refraction, diffraction and
scattering of WiFi signal due to the obstacles of cubicle
partitions have caused the fingerprints to obtain a more distinct
RSS value in each NLOS location, which can further lead to an
increase in accuracy.

Figure 13: Estimated test point of multiple APs in a single
base station.
Figure 12: Location estimation error for each test point.
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Table 2: Classification of TPs according to the nearest CP.
TP distance from
the nearest CP
0.0000

0.2500

0.5000

0.7071
1.1180

TP

Nearest
CP

Estimated
CP

5
7
9
10
11
12
2
3
4
6
8
1
14
15
13

36
7
34
38
18
3
25/26
1/28
29/30
9/10
4/5
22/23/24
26/27
35/36
19/20

36
7
32
11
19
27
9
2
27
25
8
4
25
36
25

Expected
Error
(m)
0.0000

0.2500

0.5000

0.7071
1.1180

Furthermore, the accuracy of kernel estimation was analyzed
by classifying all TPs into five different sets of distance
according to the nearest CP. Mean error of kernel estimation
for both base station configurations at each distance of TP
classification are shown in Table 2. Kernel estimation was able
to conduct accurate estimation with 0.0 m error when TPs are
exactly at the same point of CPs, which can be seen at both TP
5 and TP 7 for the single AP in single base station and TP 5 for
multiple APs in single base station. On top of that, maximum
ME of 3.6401 m was observed when the TP distance from the
nearest CP is at 1.1180 m.

Single AP
Error
ME
(m)
(m)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7500
2.0156
2.5564
6.2099
1.2500
1.5000
3.0414
2.5000
1.7319
1.1180
0.5000
0.7071
1.5811
0.9984
0.7071
3.6401
3.6401

Multiple APs
Error
ME
(m)
(m)
0.0000
0.5000
1.0000
0.2500
2.6575
2.1019
2.2500
3.2500
2.5000
0.5000
0.5000
1.5
1.5000
2.5000
0.7071
1.5811
0.9984
0.7071
2.6926
2.6926

Figure 14 demonstrates a plot of kernel estimation accuracy
over the range of TP distance from the nearest CP as depicted
in Table 2. Both configurations displayed an increase in ME
until the furthest distance of TP from the nearest CP. However,
there is a downtrend of ME recorded when the TPs distance
from the nearest CPs is at 0.5 m and 0.7071 m. Thus, it can be
concluded that kernel estimation is able to carry out a more
precise estimation when the TPs are closer to the CPs and less
accurate when the TPs are further away from the CPs.
D. Summary
In this section, the proposed work using multiple APs in a
single base station is compared with the existing work of single
AP in a single base station using optimum parameters found in
this current study. To ensure that the proposed work is feasible
to be implemented, the accuracy of the location estimation has
to be equal or slightly better than the existing work. Table 3
shows the numerical results of performance between the two
configurations of base station. As perceived, the proposed
multiple APs in a single base station have yielded an RMSE of
1.8212 m, which outperformed the existing work by 0.499 m.
Thus, it clearly proves that WiFi fingerprinting using multiple
APs in a single base station is able to reduce the number of
base station required at multiple locations without sacrificing
their accuracy as the system able to perform better and
minimize the RMSE of indoor localization by 21.51% over the
existing work with single AP in a single base station.
Table 3: Summary of location estimation error between two
base stations setup.
Single BS
Setup
Single AP
Multiple APs
(Proposed)

Figure 14: Comparison of kernel estimation accuracy over the
range of TP distance from the nearest CP.
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RMSE
(m)
2.3202

ME
(m)
1.7014

Median
(m)
1.2500

Max
(m)
6.2099

1.8212

1.5064

1.5000

3.2500
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents a WiFi fingerprinting indoor positioning
with multiple APs in a single base station using probabilistic
method. This work was proposed to address the two strenuous
problems in WiFi fingerprinting indoor positioning; inadequate
distinct RSS values at each location covered by a single base
station and the exhaustive manpower and time required to
implement multiple base stations with single AP in a single
base station especially for a small scale positioning setup of a
specific area. As in the existing approach, the increasing
number of single AP at different locations is already proved to
be more accurate than only a few APs [6, 9]. The APs transmit
distinct RSS from different locations, which allow for more
distinct RSS values. However, deploying more APs at multiple
places as in the existing approach requires many additional
costs. As an alternative, multiple APs system was proposed to
reduce the number of base stations required at multiple
locations without sacrificing their accuracy. In this indoor
environment, multiple APs system was found to perform better
than single AP system using an optimum number of APs in
single base station. Besides, this multiple APs system in single
base station can still work in other indoor environments since
the beam direction and different types of antenna used are able
to transmit distinct RSS values from a single location. Based on
the findings, the implementation of proposed multiple APs with
omnidirectional and directional antennas in a single based
station was analyzed in depth by comparing all essential
parameters of WiFi fingerprinting for indoor positioning with
the existing work that uses single AP in a single base station.
The feasibility of multiple APs in a single base station was
demonstrated using kernel estimation with the results
indicating the ability of the proposed work to outperform the
existing work by minimizing 21.51% of RMSE.
Future works can be carried out focusing on analyzing the
performance of the proposed work in a large scale indoor
environment with several additional scenarios such as different
types of mobile unit and orientation of mobile unit. Evaluation
of this proposed work can also be further studied using
different types of indoor positioning algorithm. Therefore,
multiple APs in a single base station will be one of the
adaptable alternatives to enhance WiFi fingerprinting among
researchers and academia.
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